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It controls the electronically-operated 4-wheel-drive system. All of its functions involve the shift
â€” processing the shift request, executing it, and verifying the completion. Where is the
transfer case control module located? The driver can reach the connectors easily because it is
facing towards them. The module determines the processing of the shift by using the speed of
the vehicle and the real-time transfer case mode. If necessary, it may also trigger off the front
differential locking actuator. If the shift is not possible, the selector switch will come on and
flash for 30 seconds. Apart from this obvious transfer case control module problem , you can
look out for these following ones:. Everything on the panel is dead and you might be wondering
if it is going to cost you a big amount. You have to perform a TCCM self-test to determine
whether you need to change this component or not. Turn the ignition switch while observing the
transfer case shift control switch indicators. A functioning TCCM will flash all the indicators
before returning to the current gear. Go on checking the battery positive voltage and ignition
voltage. You also have to diagnose the connector of the transfer case shift control switch and
the ground circuit for ground. It is normal to have this message sometimes. It goes away when
you shut the vehicle off and then turn it back on. A bad TCCM could be the reason along with
the encoder motor and the button pack. There could be tons of components responsible for
engine problems and the TCCM could be one of them. It could happen if the TCCM sends wrong
signals to the transmission. You have to change the component to solve this particular
problem. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair
shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. Read
Now! Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used
cars directly from Japan. Maintenance Tips. By Tsukasa Azuma Last updated Jan 10, 1. Tsukasa
Azuma. Next Post Read Now! You might also like More from author. Prev Next. Leave A Reply.
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Repairs to the components of the 4WD system can cost hundreds or thousands of dollars, and
many people have had multiple repeat visits to the dealer without getting a fix for the root
problem. When my Suburban's 4WD system failed, I was 4 hours from home with my travel
trailer! The front axle was halfway engaged, so it produced a gut-wrenching grinding noise
during turns for the entire drive home. However, I fixed it myself-and I bet you can, too! Please
note the site is still under construction! These are the things that everyone skips, but you may
find a free or cheap fix for the problem. There are two fuseboxes that have 4wd fuses. Step 1.
Maybe you have a friend with a GM Tech 2 diagnostic computer or you can find a friendly
dealership or independent garage that can pull these codes for you for a fair labor charge so
that you will know what to change first. See here for details from a Chevy Trailblazer owner. If
you got a scan and now have an idea of what to replace, go to the appropriate section. Do you
have a yellow status light on the dash switches? Which mode is lit? The solid lights on the 4WD
buttons are telling you where the transfer case encoder motor thinks it is, and blinks on the
mode that it is trying to go to after you push the button. If the "SERVICE 4WD" message is lit as
soon as you start the vehicle, that probably indicates a constant wiring or part fault and the
Transfer Case Control Module is noticing that fault as soon as it is energized when the truck is
turned on. Check wiring continuity a Digital Multimeter is best, but you can do some of it with a
test light , verify grounds , and verify power. This step is very important and could save you a
lot of money and time! See the wiring diagrams page for more information. I had this condition
when the ground wire for the front axle actuator was damaged. It could be the front axle
actuator, or the "encoder motor" on the transfer case that is responsible for moving the transfer
case to the correct position. Everything is normal in 2WD, but when a 4WD mode is
commanded, the error occurs. See below for tips on how to test individual parts. If the button
module is damaged, it can command modes you don't want, or fail to command the mode you
want. If nothing happens when you push a button no changes to the lights, and no noises from
under the truck , the buttons may have failed. Pull the dashboard apart it is just held with clips
and pull out the buttons. Disconnect both connectors. Using the DMM , measure the resistance
between the innermost pins on both connectors. The resistance should be steady no changes
while the button is pressed. Note that some measurements are in "Ohms" and some are
"Kilo-Ohms" Ohms. Some people have had success with squeezing the button module. If the
readings are wrong, it may be time to replace the buttons. These are available here. Encoder
motor and transfer case position encoder: If the transfer case won't go to the proper position, or
behaves erratically, it could be the encoder inside the encoder motor. If it does not move at all,
it could be the motor itself. The entire motor can be replaced, or just the less expensive encoder

inside can be changed. The transfer case encoder motor moves the transfer case selector
automatically. In Auto 4WD, it continually moves the input shaft of the transfer case to vary the
amount of torque that goes to the front driveshaft. In 4Hi, 4Lo, or Neutral, it just moves to the
proper position and locks in place. The encoder motor keeps track of the proper position using
the encoder feedback. The encoder is just a variable resistor. It can get worn and give bad
readings to the TCCM. Here is a nice write-up on replacing the encoder sensor wheel inside the
encoder motor. It is similar to locking the hubs in the old days, but it happens inside the axle
housing. The actuator has 12V, ground, command signal in, and position signal out at its
connector. If not, the motor may be bad. You can bench test these with a set of alligator clips
and a 12V source. New actuators are available in Dorman's low cost and genuine GM versions.
See connector and wiring diagram information here. If the wires are broken, the actuator won't
operate and the actuator won't move. If it does not move to the proper position, the buttons on
the dash will blink and the "Service 4WD" indicator will be lit because the TCCM never sees a
complete 4WD engagement. The ground wire to my front axle actuator was the culprit on my
truck. However, when I checked the resistance of the wires between the connector under the
brake master cylinder and the TCCM, I could see that the resistance was over 20 Ohms. It
should be less than 1. So even though the wire could pass some current, it was not enough to
supply enough power to the motor. The actuator was stuck halfway out, which halfway engaged
the front axle, causing the noise I heard. It is located under the dashboard above the parking
brake pedal, behind a large metal bracket. There are three connectors for various sensors and
outputs. These computers are programmed to match your vehicle, but Dorman sells a computer
that does not require programming to your vehicle. If buying from an auto parts store, these
computers may not be returnable, so save this expensive part for last! If the internal parts of
your transfer case are damaged, you may rebuild it or buy a used unit. If you are taking the
transfer case apart, you may want to put in a " pump rub kit " to prevent a leak and costly repair
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an alternative browser. Thread starter blurry Start date Sep 9, At the end I was able to access
them manually via the command line. Below is the writeup on it. Hopefully this helps some folks
diagnose their own 4WD issues There is a lot of info below, if you are looking for a quick answer
read up to the quick example which will provide the command and show you how to decode it.
NOTE that this works on our trailblazer. From all the reading i did this should work for anyone.
As all with the internet, proceed at your own devices! If you do this or expand on it reading
values from sensors etc please let everyone know! To do this you need a scanner which lets
you send a message by manually typing in the message. There are several of these out there,
no idea which is better, worse, or the same. There are free versions out there, though i opted to
pay to get something which works with less hassle. The scantool. Software - You need software
which lets you send custom messages. If you are computer savy you can use hyperterminal.
The pro SW has no instructions doh! Yesterday I spent the day with a friend on an avalanche
which was misfiring and the ScanXLPro is what allowed us to isolate the issues. As far as
hyperterm this video implies it works with the odblink scanners: I don't have hyperterm on my
windows 7 machine and am a bit short on time to play today. I got the wifi so i could leave the
unit installed and put extra gauges up in my diesel which I never did, though probably will over
the winter. I believe there are standard codes and manufacturer specific codes. That may be
useful information down the road for me and others who don't want to pay a dealer to read
codes with their high-end scan tool. I will post more information when I have access to it later
this week. I will post more information about this with the above info later. Blurry, I really
appreciate the technical details. I've got the shop manual and can post what the codes mean
and how one should troubleshoot further. This got me thinking, since torque has a plugin that
allows direct access to send commands, I'll have to give it a try and see if I get responses back.
Oh the days of DOS, seems like a lost art now a days. COM - I think they have all models of
modem settings available online. That brings back memories NewfieEnvoy Well-Known
Member. Mektek Well-Known Member. SAAB used a different system on their network so this
may not work. Mooseman Moderator. And no, the x uses the exact same network as the other
GMT's. These instructions however will only work for the single wire class
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2 SAE J data. One no longer needs to spend anywhere close to what Blurry did so many years
ago. This app supports different bluetooth versions: - Bluetooth Classic Last edited: Jul 15, A
couple addendums: TJBaker57 said:. TJBaker57 said:. If we want to check the status byte of a
single specific DTC To bring focus back to that end here is what is done to retrieve codes from
the TCCM. If we want pending codes we send '19 40 FF 00'. The reply will return all codes that
have the requested status byte set, including those that have other status levels in addition to
the level we requested. Why bring up this old thread you ask? I read again and again, nearly
every day on websites, Facebook, and such the comment "you need a high end scanner for
that". No, no you don't. You must log in or register to reply here. Online statistics Members
online 8 Guests online Total visitors Staff online. Members online Machoman c good xavierny25
Mooseman DocBrown 2xmuscle budwich. Secure Browsing. Top Bottom.

